
Welcome to 
Biology

Thursday
9/2/21

Phones away and 
things out of ears 

please -
Masks covering face 

holes
Thank you!!



Daily Agenda
1. Unit 1: Science and the Experiment

Finish Fill-in-Blank Notes

2. A Discovery Experiment

Tie Dye Milk

Intro and Activity Sheet



Tips for Fill-in-the-Blank Notes
•Use a pencil 

•Understand and apply the organization of the outline

•Capitalized words/terms go at the beginning of a line

•Two-word terms go in two-word spaces

•Look in the lines above and below the line with the blank; 

often the word is used

•Skip a blank you can’t figure out and come back when you 

have eliminated word bank choices

•Circle (instead of cross out) words you’ve used from the 

word bank, in case you want to reconsider

•Take good notes during lecture and use them as a reference 

when you fill in the blanks



Title page and put ID info in upper right hand corner 9/2/21
Investigating a Phenomenon with a Discovery Experiment

Copy the following bold-faced info

Objective 
To understand that experiments do not                                                                                        

have to be “Controlled”

Our Question
“Why does the dye behave this way                                                                                             

when soap is put in the milk?”

Next → Observe the                                                                      
Phenomenon



If you were to design your own experiments, what might be some good 
background information? (Research)

Remember our question…

Why does the dye behave this way when soap is put in the milk?



Some good background questions to ask might be…

What is dye? What is soap? What is milk?

Let’s stick with milk… Where does                                                                                 
milk come from in nature?

What is milk 
used for in 
nature?



So what’s in milk???



So what’s 
in milk???



Our Question
“Why does the dye behave this way when soap is put in the milk?”

Does it have to do with water?
Does it have to do with fat?
Does it have to do with any of those other things in milk?


